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Abstract

Charles Rosen, in his book, Sonata Forms, discusses the ways in which sonata
form elevated pure instrumental music, gripping the attention of audiences “without the
seductions of spectacle, the sentiments of poetry, and the emotions of drama, or even the
dazzling technical virtuosity of singer and performer.”1 Sonata forms accomplished this
by providing a clear analogy for dramatic action, containing an identifiable climax—a
moment of maximum dramatic tension to which the first part of the work pushes towards
and which the composer systematically resolves. Furthermore, Rosen writes:
It is a closed form, without the static frame of ternary form; it has a dynamic
closure analogous to the denouement of eighteenth-century drama, in which
everything is resolved, all loose ends are tied up, and the work rounded off.2
Hence, dramatic inclinations play an essential role in sonata form. Beethoven uses sonata
form in three of the five movements in his Pastoral Symphony. However, despite
employing sonata form procedures, he achieves a totally opposite effect from Rosen’s
heightened drama—in the Pastoral Beethoven employs sonata form to achieve calm,
placid, stasis.
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the ways in which Beethoven defies
normative practice in the three sonata form movements of the Pastoral Symphony in
order to express the stillness and placidity of the pastoral expressive genre. In
accordance with James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy‘s labels, the first and second
movements are Type 3 Sonatas, while the fifth movement is a Type 4 Sonata.

1
2

Charles Rosen, Sonata Forms (New York: Norton, 1988), 10.
Rosen, 10.

2

Furthermore, I will propose that through these sonata form movements, Beethoven
expresses his personal religious sentiments towards nature, refracted through the
composer’s engagement with the ideas of the philosopher, Emmanuel Kant and the
preacher, Christoph Christian Sturm.

3

Chapter One: First Movement
EXPOSITION

Zone

Mm #

P Zone
F Major
P 1.03

1-28

P 1.1

5-28

1-4

Harmony

Phrase
Type

I, V
HC
I, IV, V
large bands
of static
harmony.

grand
antecedent
sentence

Groupings

2+2
(presentation)
+4+4+12
(continuation)

Motives/Notes

ends on fermata, similar to the opening gesture in
5th symphony
effect of a “run on sentence”

HC
Transition
OR P1.2
Transition

29-53
OR
29-63
(2940)

tonic pedal

presentatio
n function

4+4+4
presentation

3

repetition of “introduction theme” intensified with
parallel thirds

James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 86.

4

first appearance of “birds” w/ trill motive

41-53

I-V
V-I
IAC

sentence

4+4
(presentation)
+5
(continuation)

replacement of first two bars of “introductory
theme” with different material at mm. 41:
mm. 41-48 Different Harmonic Grouping I-V, V-I
“Meyer” schemata

the last two measures from the 4 bar unit at mm.
45-48 appear in the next 4 bar unit at mm. 49-52
creating a “chain effect” similar to in S zone of 5th
movement.4
mm. 45-48:

4

See Table.

5

mm. 49-53:

Hepokoski
and Darcy’s
MC

53

I IAC

caesura fill?
OR more
TR space

53-66

I, vi, I 6/4,
V 6/5 of V
HC in C

another MC
option

63

caesura fill

63-67

S Zone
C Major

67-115

S 1.1

67-93

has a “normative” break in texture but “abnormal”
preparation harmony (I IAC)

sentence

4+4+6
“caesura fill” motive is related to the
opening gesture of P Zone
harmonic preparation on dominant (V6) is more
“normative,” but there is no change in texture at
this point

V6 HC

1+1+1

V, I (IAC)

sentence

8+8+8

6

(no
predominant
harmony )

with triple
presentation
and repeated
continuation
and cadential

(presentation)
6+3
(continuation,
cadential)
4
(continuation)
4+4+4
(cadential
repeated 4x)

S 1.2

EEC

93-100 I, IV, V, I
(IAC)

progressive 4
(antecedent)+4
period

100115

I, IV, V, I
(PAC)

progressive 4
period
(antecedent)
+4+4+4
(consequent
repeated 3x)

115

PAC in C

(consequent)

7

invertible counterpoint and stretto entries of the
initial S zone melody (initially in bass)
sounds like a three part “canon”
“learned style”
imitative texture
S zone contains long 8-bar phrases without
predominant harmony

motive with scale degrees 5, 6, 7, 8

C Zone

115138

tonic pedal
in C

4+4+12
mm. 115, usage of motive that spans a 6th, similar
to opening of 5th mvt:

mm. 116-132: another motive which spans a 6th

Repeat Sign
Material

135138

fragmentation of “motive a”

V of F

8

DEVELOPMENT
(only develops material from P-Zone)5
section #
1

key

mm #
139-150

harmony
V pedal,
V4/2 of F

F Major

phrase type
presentation
function

groupings
2+2 (bi)
+1+1+1+1
(interpolation)
2+2 (bi)

motives/notes
motive a, b6
uses introductory
material from “grand
antecedent”

2

B flat major

151-162

pedal in B
flat

4+4+4

“motive b” repetition
12x
intensification with
triplet rhythms against
sixteenth note rhythms

3a

D major

163-179

unprepared
shift from B
flat
“third
relationship”

4+4+4+5

“motive b” repeated 17x

10

mm. 180-190 thinning
of texture
“comic dialogue
between bassoons and

3b Interpolation

5
6

180-190

See my table on p. 10.
See my table on p. 10.

9

4a

G Major

191-196

4b
5a

E Major

197-208
209-232

5b (interpolation)
6a

presentation
+shortened
continuation

7
C Major
RETRANSITION (retransition)

5

237-242

IAC in A at
mm. 243

243-254

HC at mm.
246
IAC in D at
mm. 255
(V/V in C)
In C: V/V,
V7, I

255-262

IAC in C at
7

4+4+4
4+4+4+5

unprepared
shift from G
major
“third
relationship”

232-236
A Major

4+2

antecedent+
shortened
continuation

4+2

4+4+4

4+4

violins”7
motives a, b, and c
(analogous to section
#1)
grand antecedent
“motive b” repetition
“motive b” repetition

“comic dialogue”
interpolation
usage of “motive a, b
and c”
analogous to
grand antecedent
“motive d”
NEW

first inflection of
“minor mode” at mm.
257
“motive d”

Donald Francis Tovey, Essays in Musical Analysis, Volume I: Symphonies (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968) 47.

10

mm. 263

B FLAT (!)
subdominant

begins on F
Major
THEN goes to
V(Active)

263-275

4+4+2+2

fragmentation of second
half of “motive d”

275-278

4

disruption of
Retransition function
with large gesture to
subdominant

279-289

HC

4+6

11

emphasized with
registral expansion and
sudden diminuendo,
marked fp
too early appearance of
tonic (F major)
“grand antecedent” in F
extended with
arpeggiation of
dominant
blurring of
boundaries… can also
be thought of as start of
the Recap

RECAPITULATION
Zone

Mm. #

Harmony

Groupings

P Zone

289-311

I, IV,V

2+2+4+4+11

Phrase
Structure
sentence

Motives/Notes
Beethoven obscures
the arrival of the
Recap by layering a
new triplet
figuration
simultaneously with
the P-Zone Theme
appearance new
“scale motive at
mm. 200 layered
simultaneously with
4, #4, 5 motive
Scale motive:

12

Transition
OR P1.2

312-328

sentence with
extended
continuation

4+4+9

marked ff, sounds
like the “real” onset
of the recap
“Meyer” at mm.
316-323

Hepokoski
and Darcy’s
MC
Transition
OR
Caesura Fill

328

I IAC

328-345

I, ii6

2nd MC
Option
caesura fill
S Zone
S 1.1

340

I HC (V4/2)

ESC
Closing Zone
Repeat Sign
material

sentence

4+4
(presentation)
2+2+5
(continuation)

346-394

I, IV, V, PAC sentence
in F

8+8+8+2
presentation
4+3+4+4+4+3
continuation

394
394-414
414-418

PAC in F
tonic pedal

340-345

4+4+13
4

13

motive “a”

CODA

material
from C zone
in
subdominant

mm #
418-421
422-427
428-435

harmony
V7 /IV
IV
IV

groupings
2+2
4+2
8

notes
“motive a+b”
motive a, b, c
material from C Zone in IV

435-341
441-449
449-460
461-468
469-477

PAC in F
tonic pedal
I, vi, V
V
V 4/3 of V,
V 6/5,
PAC in F
tonic pedal
tonic pedal

7
4+4
4+4+4
8
4+4

arpeggiation of V7 in bass
C Zone material in tonic
5-6 motion from mm. 449-450
descending F major scale in winds

478-492
493-513

hammer blows on V-I
motive a, b, c
ascending F major scale
hammer blows on F- major chords
last two chords marked piano

14

Table of Motives from P Zone:
“motive a” (mm. 1)

“motive b” (mm. 2)

“motive c” (mm. 3)

15

“motive d” (mm. 9-12)

In his discussion of the first movement of the Pastoral Symphony, George Grove
writes, “it would be difficult to find in Art a greater amount of confidence, not to say
audacity, than Beethoven has furnished by his incessant repetition of the same or similar
short phrases throughout this long movement; and yet the effect is such that when the end
arrives, we would gladly hear it all over again.”8 According to Grove, this repetition
causes a monotony that is akin to the constant sounds of nature. For example, “the
monotony of rustling leaves and swaying trees, and running brooks and blowing wind,
the call of birds and the hum of insects.”9 In addition to this repetitious buzzing surface
activity, Beethoven uses an extremely limited palate of harmonies. David Wyn Jones
discusses the severely restricted harmonic language of this movement.10 With a handful
of exceptions, which I will discuss later, Beethoven limits the harmonic vocabulary of the
first movement to F major (I), C major (V), and Bb major (IV). Wyn Jones writes that
“entirely absent from the movement are those chords that color and control the dynamism
of other symphonies, secondary dominants, diminished sevenths, Neapolitan sixths and
augmented sixths.” One may argue that despite such repetitiousness and harmonic
limitations, Beethoven succeeded in maintaining the interest of listeners, such as Grove,
through his unusual negotiation of sonata form boundaries in this Type 3 sonata. This is
most obvious in the blurring of the boundaries between the P and TR zones, through the
atypical treatment of “motives” in the development, and in the choices of harmony in the
coda.

8

George Grove, Beethoven and his Nine Symphonies (New York: Dover, 1962), 193.
Grove, 195.
10
David Wyn Jones, 57.
9
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The obscured medial caesura in this movement is the first instance of Beethoven
defying normative practices in his negotiations of sonata form. Before discussing the
unusual nature of the MC in this movement, it is necessary to understand what typical
MC practices were in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Normally, according
to Hepokoski and Darcy, the “medial caesura” serves as a crucial component of the twopart exposition. It is the brief, rhetorically reinforced gap which follows the typically
energy gaining dominant lock of the TR. This gap functions to divide such an exposition
into two parts, (tonic and dominant, or tonic and mediant in most minor key sonatas)
“forcibly” opening up S-space and defining the exposition type. Normally, eighteenthcentury composers built MCs around a half-cadence or “dominant arrival” effect in either
the tonic or dominant key.11 In short, “normative” MCs contain the following three
elements:
1. Harmonic preparation with a half cadence in root position.
2. A rhetorical textural gap
3. Preparation for the arrival in the normative key of the S-Zone (V or III).
In the first movement, the S-Zone obviously begins at m. 67, in the dominant with
the onset of a new melodic idea, outlining the dominant and tonic harmonies on the
expected key of C major (V) with long four bar phrases. It is obvious because this
theme’s usage of longer note values greatly contrasts with the fragmented material
preceding it.

However, although the onset of S is obvious, one may debate the precise

location of the medial caesura preceding it. Hepokoski and Darcy discuss the abnormal
nature of this particular sonata form movement, proposing that one may locate the MC at

11

James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the
Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 50.

17

m.53 as an atypical I: IAC effect because at this moment, the energetic motivic chain
initiated by the TR comes to a halt with a disruptive new triplet figure in the winds.

Example 1, mm. 50-55, Textural change with triplets in the winds

This IAC effect, further undercut dynamically with the marking, piano, fits
Robert Hatten’s description of Beethoven evading strong cadences in order to reflect the
pastoral.12 Furthermore, although the I: IAC harmonic preparation is uncommon, the
material at m. 53 fits two out of the three parameters of normative MCs-- a rhetorical
textural gap, signified by this triplet figure, and the obvious and eventual arrival in the
dominant at m. 67 following a caesura fill. Hence, because it is only obscured due to
this I:IAC effect, this MC is “singly” obscured.
On the contrary, according to Mark Richards, in his article, “Beethoven and the
Obscured Medial Caesura: A Study in the Transformation of Style,” it was actually more
common for Beethoven to doubly and triply obscure the MC.13 Such blurring of the MC
effect in sonata form movements is a stylistic hallmark of Beethoven’s music after 1803.
Around this time, the composer said, “I am not satisfied with what I have composed up to
12

Robert S. Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), 100.
13
Mark Richards, “Beethoven and the Obscured Medial Caesura: A Study in the Transformation of Style,”
Music Theory Spectrum, 35, no. 2 (Fall 2013): 190.

18

now. From now on I intend to embark on a new path.”14 This anecdote coincides with a
change in the composer’s approach to shaping musical content, leading to the generation
of many formal innovations in hopes of finding a more personal voice.15 Furthermore,
one might infer that in this symphony, Beethoven’s decision to unify the entire work with
the same expressive aura of the “pastoral” demonstrates an attempt at forging a “new
path” and making a personal statement through this symphony.16 Therefore, after this
time in which Beethoven spoke of a “new path” in 1803, it was more common for one to
encounter doubly-obscured and triply-obscured medial caesuras in his music. During this
time, the composer was testing the boundaries of sonata form with other works such as
the Tempest piano sonata Op. 31 No. 3. Interestingly, unobscured caesuras and even
singly-obscured caesuras (such as the one at m. 53) actually decrease in frequency,
becoming a second-level default in his writing choices.17
Therefore, one may infer that another viable MC option in the first movement of
the Pastoral Symphony occurs at m. 63, because of the ironic fact that it is more
“obscure” than the MC at m. 53. In contrast to the MC at m. 53, which is only “singly”
obscured, the MC at m. 63 “doubly obscured” with respect to its preparation harmony
and gap texture. Although the preparation harmony is close to the normative V:HC,
Beethoven weakens it by writing the chord in first inversion, undermining Hepokoski and
Darcy’s description of an MC “forcibly” opening up S space. Furthermore, in the caesura
fill following this moment, Beethoven uses material previously heard in the TR, causing
one to question the dramatic importance of this moment—Is this still the transition? In
14

Lewis Lockwood, Beethoven: The Music and the Life (New York: Norton, 2003), 124.
Lockwood, 124.
16
Lockwood, 136,
17
Richards, 190.
15

19

short, to quote Mark Richards, one might consider such blurriness to be an expression of
a larger creative impulse in Beethoven’s middle and late compositions to “achieve a more
continuous type of musical motion in nearly all aspects of his music, beginning with the
op. 31 sonatas and extending through the rest of his career.”18 Hence, if one takes the
MC to be at m. 63, one may argue that Beethoven blurred the boundaries between the TR
and S zones in order to evoke the connectivity one might associate with the “pastoral”
expressive genre. Robert S. Hatten, in his book, Musical Meaning in Beethoven:
Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation defines the process of “undercutting” as
expressively appropriate to the pastoral expressive genre. This process creates “a
graceful, continuous flow across boundaries and past implied climaxes.”19 Although I
agree with Hepokoski and Darcy that the MC is at m. 53, due to the abrupt textural
change, m. 63 presents a viable alternative when taking Mark Richards’s article into
consideration. Nonetheless, the unusual formal processes involving both MC options
illustrate the ways in which Hatten’s ideas of weak cadences and boundary blurring serve
to portray the “pastoral.”

V6--- caesura fill (same material as TR) -S Zone
Example 2 mm. 63-74, “Second MC option followed by 3 measures of caesura fill
at m. 63”
18

Richards, 192.
Robert S. Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), 99.
19

20

In addition to evoking the “pastoral” by undercutting the formal boundaries of the
TR and S zones with an ambiguously located MC, Beethoven undermines the dramatic
nature of the development, a typically action-packed space, in order to maintain the
“placidity” of the pastoral. According to Hepokoski and Darcy, typical Development
spaces usually move through various tonal areas, often by means of sequences.20 They
often contain a restless, modulatory plan, seeking out one or more nontonic local goals.21
Typical developments of major mode pieces tend to shift toward more ‘dramatic’ minormode regions for expressive contrast, especially the submediant. Finally, the last task of
the development is to prepare for the dramatized tonic return, usually through an energy
gaining dominant lock called the Retransition. In the development of the Sixth
Symphony’s first movement, Beethoven contradicts each one of these normative
practices.
Although it buzzes with a great deal of surface activity, the Development sounds
highly static. Instead of fortspinnung, Beethoven incessantly repeats “motive b” from the
P-Zone without any variation, accompanied by long bands of unchanging harmony.
Interestingly, David Wyn Jones problematizes the notion of even calling the material

characterized by the following figure a “motive:”

20
21

Hepokoski and Darcy, 196.
Ibid., 197.

21

This is because “to label it a motif would be to suggest the familiar Beethoven process of
development, argument and transformation. However, this particular motif hardly ever
promotes new consequences; it is merely repeated.
The development travels through many tonal areas, F, Bb, D, G, E, A, and C (the
active dominant). Instead of using pivot chords, Beethoven provides sudden shifts
between distant harmonies, such from B flat major to D major at m. 163 and from G
major to E major at m. 209. Although unprepared modulations provide a striking
expressive effect, the dramatic impact of this “unpreparedness” is undercut through the
incessant repetition of the same surface material which is merely transposed to the new
key.
Beethoven’s treatment of the Retransition at the end of the development also
defies normative practice in order to express the “pastoral.” Generally, this moment is
one of the most dramatic aspects of a sonata-form work. The RTR begins in a typically
intensifying fashion. At mm. 243, in the A-major section, the new appearance of “motive
d” signifies a dramatic change after the seemingly ceaseless repetition of “motive b.”

motive “b”

motive “d”

Example 3: “motive ‘b’ and “motive ‘d’”
Beethoven’s use of a different motive at this moment contributes to the momentum of the
sequence underlying it, (A7, D, G7, C), functioning to retransition back to the active

22

dominant. The first and only inflection of the minor mode in the entire movement occurs
at this point at m. 257, highlighting the importance of this moment in the formal
structure. Although the start of the RTR invokes a dramatic expressive effect due to the
new appearance of “motive d,” darkened by its appearance in the minor mode, Beethoven
severely undermines the forward drive of the fortissimo dominant lock initiated at m.
263. Instead of the anticipated tonic arrival, Beethoven undercuts the forward drive of
the RTR with a large sweeping gesture to the subdominant at m. 257 and a sudden
diminuendo. The active dominant (C7) preceding the recapitulation weakly returns with
the cadential trill at m. 282. This preparation undermines the typically dramatic effect of
the onset of the recapitulation at m. 289. Beethoven further undercuts this moment with
a piano dynamic marking.
In a similar fashion to this treatment of the RTR, Beethoven also weakens the
rhetorical impact of the coda by presenting material from the closing zone (typically
functioning to confirm the key) in the subdominant.

This substantially undermines the

impact of the previous closing zone material following the ESC in the recapitulation. It
contradicts typical eighteenth- and nineteenth-century codas, which served to ground
further the secured territory of the tonic and to end the movement with an appropriate
rhetorical flourish.”22 Hence, Beethoven’s decision to weaken the established tonic and
undercut the rhetorical strength of this closing zone material by repeating it in the
subdominant in the coda further reflects his desire to portray the “pastoral” in this
movement.

22

Hepokoski and Darcy, 284.
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In addition to his unique treatment of sonata-form procedures, Beethoven elevates
the “pastoral” expressive genre through the combination of various “topics.” For
example, in the S-Zone, Beethoven evokes a sense of organicism by combining the
pastoral topic with elements of the strict (or learned) style. He accomplishes this by
treating a simple diatonic melody with canonic imitation.

In this older, “strict style,”

one never loses sight of the main subject. It is always heard in one voice or another.23
Hence, although the music at mm. 67 sounds like a three-part round, the melody itself
evokes elements of “pastoral” simplicity. The “pastoral” element also comes through in
the reappearing “rocking accompaniment” figure initiated in the first violins at mm. 71.24

Example 4: “Rocking accompaniment figure”

Part 1 of “Canon”

Part 2 of “Canon”

Part 3 of “Canon”

Example 5: “Three part round” in S-Zone.

23
24

Leonard G. Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer Books, 1980), 23.
Hatten, 81.

24

Beethoven also combines “dissimilar” elements by nesting a “Meyer” schemata (a
pattern typically used in stable sounding themes) in the TR, a zone associated with
forward momentum starting at mm. 41. Hence, the TR contains both, thematic and
transitional elements.

Example 6: mm. 38-49 “Meyer schemata nested within the TR”
This material contains both, thematic and transitional elements. On the one hand,
the music appears to be an endless motivic chain.25 On the other hand, in the
background, one might notice sustained tonic and dominant harmonies. The open and
closed nature of these harmonies suggests a “Meyer” schemata. In his book, Music in
the Galant Style, Robert O. Gjerdingen illustrates the ways in which eighteenth-century
25

See chart on p. 1.

25

composers seemingly wrote effortlessly due to their mastery of several voice leading
patterns, defined as “schematas.” Composers typically employed the “Meyer” for
important themes.26 This “schemata” includes two paired events, the first with an open
ending, and the second with a closed ending. For example, Beethoven opened his early
Piano Sonata Op. 2 No. 3 in C major with a textbook rendition of a type of “Meyer:”

Example 7: “textbook version of a ‘Meyer’”
In longer movements, the “Meyer” constitutes brief moments of punctuation amid
a profusion of decorative melodic figures. The first and last seem stable, or closed, while
the middle events seem unstable, or open. It is also defined as “four events presented in
pairs at comparable locations in the measure.”27 Hence, at m. 41, one may wonder if the
music has proceeded into the TR zone due to the motivic repetition or this material is still
part of the P-Zone due to such clear moments of punctuation from the “Meyer”
underlying the repetition.
These previously discussed notions of “combining similar elements” such as the
“learned style” and “nested Meyer” along with, most importantly, the idea of Beethoven
defying “normal” sonata form practices, demonstrate a high level of craftsmanship
underlying the limited harmonic palate and monotonous repetition found in this 512-

26
27

Robert O. Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 459.
Gjerdingen, 459.

26

measure movement. At first listen, the music might seem “minimalist” due to its surface
musical aspects. For example in his discussion of the first movement, David Wyn Jones
writes that “the incessant repetition and the simplicity of the harmonic language are
precisely those techniques employed by modern minimalist composers such as Philip
Glass and Michael Nyman. How ironic that they should be found in a composer
associated with intellectual intensity.”28 However, when examining the ways in which
Beethoven manipulated sonata form, one may notice a great deal of intellectuality and
design beneath this movement’s buzzing surface.

28

David Wyn Jones, 59.

27

Chapter Two: Second Movement
EXPOSITION

zone
P ZONE

mm# harmony
1-18 ends on I
PAC

phrase type

groupings

motives

(B FLAT
MAJOR)
contains 3
PACs
P1

1-7

sentence

2+2+3

eighth note rhythms in “brook”
Jander’s “murmuring of the brook.”29

P2

7-13

‘’

‘’

sixteenth note rhythms in “brook.”
Jander’s “rippling of the brook.”30

Bi (I) +
Bi(V) +
ii6, V
(6/4 7/5/3), I
PAC
‘’
PAC

violin melody from mm. 1-7 now in clarinet
“trill” motive in violins represents Jander’s ”chirping birds.”31
Owen Jander, ‘The Prophetic Conversation in Beethoven’s “Scene by the Brook’”, Musical Quarterly, 77 (1993), 514.
Jander, 515.
31
Ibid., 519.
29
30

28

P3

1318

TR

1929

tonic
pedal to
PAC

“codetta-like” space

2+4

sentence
with
dissolving
continuation
module
Interpolation of new “hunting horn” theme in horns and
clarinets.
caseation of “brook” texture in strings

(1920)

(2124)

Bi(I) +
Bi(V/V)

2+2

same presentation phrase as the sentences from P zone but
with V/V in the second Bi

(sequential)

(2526)

F, G7,

fragmentation of the ascending motive from the beginning of
the continuation of the sentence from the P-Zone at mm. 5

29

two MC
options

S Zone
F MAJOR

The S
Zone is
comprised
of two
irregular
sentences.
The first
sentence
elides with
32

(2728)
m.29
OR
m.
32
3048
OR
3348
(3040)

C7 (V/V)

dominant preparation

V/ HC?

elides with S-Zone

Jander’s “gurgling of the brook.” (staccato, associated with the
most “cheerful” parts of the movement.)32

sentence
mm. 3640
contain a
V pedal
with
cadential
trill.

Bi #1: (starting
at mm. 30)
1+(interpolation
of TR material)
+1
(mm. 31 and 32)

If the MC is at mm. 29, the first part of the S Zone is a
sentence with double presentation. In the first presentation,
material from TR interpolated between two statements of the
Basic Idea.

Bi#2: (starting
at mm. 33)

1+1+1
because there is material from the TR here, it is possible that

Jander, 515.
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the second.

(4148)

EEC
48
C Zone
48doesn’t end 54
on PAC

Elides
with mm.
41 with
deceptive
cadence
to V/vi
Begins on sentence
V/vi ends
on PAC
in F

contunation,
cadential: 5
measures

the S zone doesn’t begin until as late as mm. 32

Bi: 1+1
+ 6 measures
of
Continuation
and cadential:

Thinning of texture and “Caesura fill” effect before the
closing zone.
mm. 41 contains Jander’s “splashing of the brook.”33

PAC in F
PAC in F

“codetta theme” in P Zone transposed to F

DEVELOPMENT

(54- I, V7, I,
58) V7/ii, II
(major)

33

introductory
measures

Ibid., 516.

31

Half
Rotation #1
In G major,
but closes
with PAC in
G minor

5868

In G:
Bi(I) + Bi
(V), IV,
V, i

mirrors the
second
sentence
from the P
Zone and its
PAC in G “codetta
minor
theme.”

2+2
+7

Starts in G major. Modulates to Eb major by using G minor as a pivot chord
(iii in the key of Eb) at mm. 68
by means of “codetta theme”
indugio at mm. 55-56
Schindler’s “Golddammer” motive in flute at mm. 58:34

5-6 motion at mm. 62-63 accompanies
new flute melody (not a bird call) which is fragmented:

34

A.F. Schindler, Beethoven as I Knew Him (North Carolina: UNC Press, 1966), 145.

32

reappearance of “codetta theme” at mm. 66-67 with stretto entries
in invertible counterpoint, evoking “learned style:”

Eb Major
modulating
Cadential
Extension

6869

In E flat:
ii, V7, I

extended
with
cadential
material

33

Half
Rotation #2
(Eb Major)

6978

I, IV, V7,
PAC in
Eb minor
(Eb
minor as
pivot
chord)

sentence

2+2+
6

5-6 motion at mm. 73-74
embellished by new melodies in winds
overlapping stretto entries of “codetta theme”
at mm. 77-78
Registral displacement of “codetta theme.”
(invertible counterpoint)

In contrast to the previous rotation, the
“codetta theme” is used for the PAC
in eb minor and the cadential extension in G flat
G flat Major:
Cadential
Extension

7879

In G flat:
vi
(pivot),
V7, I

34

Half
Rotation #3
(G flat
major)

7990

Bi (I) + Bi
(IV)+
continuation
that
modulates to
Cb

sentence

Jander’s “still water” in the brook at mm. 79-80.35

F flat in violin part over Gb chord creates pull towards
Cb major at mm. 82:

melody first appearing in the “brook” violin part
appears in the winds.

Harmonic progression that prepares for
the retransition at mm. 83 is discussed in the appendix.

35

Jander, 517.
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RETRANSITION

(86- V of Bb
90)

Dominant pedal
registral displacement of trilling bird motive in 1st violins.

RECAPITULATION
Zone
P Zone

mm
#
9197

Harmony

Phrase
Type

Groupings

marked piano after crescendo in RTR
reappearance of “Goldhammer” motive as a trio in bassoon, clarinet,

B flat
major

sentence
#1

motives/notes

9197

Bi (I) + Bi
sentence
(V)
+continuation
ii6, V, vi
(Deceptive
cadence, no

and first violin parts.
In the recap, there is only one statement of the sentence instead of two.
Instead of a PAC, there is a deceptive cadence on vi.

2+2+3

No “Codetta theme” in the P zone

36

PAC)
97104
MC?
104
S Zone
105120
S Zone
105- descending
1st
113 circle of 5ths
compound
progression
sentence
(tonic
prolongation)
V (6/4--5/3) ,
HC//

“false start” effect (similar to in Exposition)

TR

2nd
compound
sentence
ESC
C Zone

114- IV, V, PAC
120 in B flat
120 PAC in B flat
120129

The S zone, from mm. 105 to 120 can be thought of as a large Parallel
Interrupted Period with two nested sentences
compound Bi #1:
sentence
1+1+1
Bi #1:
Bi #2:
1+1 +
Bi #2:
continuation,
cadential: 4
1+1+4

MC effect and caesura fill effect at mm. 117 with V in bass thinning of
texture

2+2+5

codetta theme at mm. 120-121
return of initial “brook motive”: mm. 122-123

tonicization of E flat

37

CODA
mm #
129-133

Harmony
PAC in B
flat

Groupings
4 measures

Notes
overlapping entries of “birdcalls.”
dissolution of “meter”
accelerating rhythms in “nightingale”
the cuckoo and quail parts repeat their “calls” four times each.
interpolation of codetta theme
at mm. 132-133

133-139

I, ii6, V,
PAC

6 measures
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In the second movement, Scene by the Brook, Beethoven evokes the simplicity and
placidity of the pastoral genre through some of the “surface” techniques discussed by
Hatten in his book, Musical Meaning in Beethoven. These include a “simple
harmonization (parallel thirds) and rhythmic or textural suggestions of placid stasis.”36
In this chapter, I will discuss the manner in which Beethoven maintains the placidity
of the “pastoral” while negotiating the dramatic aspects of sonata form in “Scene by the
Brook.” Furthermore, I will then propose the ways in which the consideration of such
sonata form procedures might serve to enrich Owen Jander’s poetic interpretation of this
movement as seen in, “The Prophetic Conversation in Scene by the Brook.” In this
article, Jander proposes a programmatic narrative in which Beethoven resigns to the fate
of his deafness. Although many scholars are quick to dismiss Jander, I will propose ways
for him to strengthen his argument.37 38
Before examining Beethoven’s unusual negotiations of sonata form procedures,
one should take note of the pictorial representations of the brook and birds. These are the
most prominent pastoral elements in this movement, transforming as the music unfolds.
The picture of the “brook,” represented in the strings, changes throughout the movement.
In the P Zone, it appears as a bobbing diatonic melody, sounding like a duet in thirds:

3

Robert S. Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), 80.
37
Richard Will, “Time, Morality, and Humanity in Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ Symphony,’” Journal of the
American Musicological Society 50 no. 2/3 (Summer-Autumn 1997): 277.
Will calls Jander’s argument “unsupportable.”
38
Raymond Knapp says that the disruption of the musical flow with the “birdsong cadenza” foreshadows
the storm and does not relate to the composer’s deafness. Raymond Knapp, “A Tale of Two Symphonies:
Converging Narratives of Divine Reconciliation in Beethoven’s Fifth and Sixth.” Journal of the American
Musicological Society 53 (2000):235.
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Example 1: Depiction of the “brook” in the strings.
Hatten points out that simple harmonizations, such as this one, are an element of
the pastoral topic due to the simplicity they suggest, in contrast to a more contrapuntal
relationship between two voices. They also evoke impressions of a duet between two
singers in complete accord.39 In the S Zone, the brook transforms into a bubbly staccato
figure, settling down into a depiction of still water before the onset of the recap.
Early in the movement, trills in the winds and strings represent “birds” due to
their registral distance from the “brook.” Beethoven also specifically indicates the calls
of the quail, nightingale, and cuckoo in the coda, labeling each bird on the score.
Furthermore, although Beethoven did not indicate it as such, his friend, Anton Schindler
proposed that one may identify the call of the “yellow-hammer” in the development at
mm. 58:40

Example 2: “Yellow-hammer” motive
In addition to these pictorial representations of the brook and birds, one may also
consider how Beethoven’s sonata form treatment lends itself to the pastoral expressive
39
40

Hatten, 98.
Schindler, 145.
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genre. The P Zone invokes the “pastoral” through the harmonic stasis brought forth by
PAC overdetermination, containing three perfect authentic cadences in B-flat major.
Because Hatten argues that the pastoral can also merge with the sublime through its
religious connotations, it is interesting that Hepokoski, Darcy, and Jander all choose to
use the word “contemplation” in their discussions of various parts of the movement. For
example, in their explanation of the three PACs in the P Zone of Scene by the Brook,
Hepokoski and Darcy write:
Such luminous P-codetta moments cry out for an interpretation beyond facile
labeling. They are particularly suitable, as here, for conveying moments of
heightened reverence or grateful contemplation. Indeed, the impression can be
that, having completed P’s essential structure with a clear, final PAC, the
composer opens a free or extra space of valediction, thanks, benediction, or
prayer—confirming the initial tonic and resettling definitively on it (perhaps even
being folded and refolded into a tonic sonority over a tonic pedal) before moving
on to the next zone of the larger structure.41

On a surface level, one may also extend Hepokoski and Darcy’s argument of “an extra
space of valediction, thanks, benediction, or prayer” to the two sentence phrases in the P
Zone in which rests of long durations separate the melodic material in the basic ideas.
This also provides a meditative quality and a sense of spaciousness.

Example 3: mm. 1-4, main theme from P Zone in violins which employs
frequent rests of long durations

41

James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the
Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 74.

41

In addition to the PAC over-determination in the P-Zone, the most interesting way
in which Beethoven maintains “placidity” in this sonata form movement is through the
technique of “undercutting” formal boundaries. Hatten writes, “expressively appropriate
to the pastoral genre, undercutting may be understood initially as creating a graceful,
continuous flow across boundaries and past implied climaxes.”42 The most obvious
occurrence of “undercutting” in Scene by the Brook involves the blurring of the
boundaries of the TR and S zone in the exposition. Beethoven significantly undermines
the dramatic effect typically provided by the energy gain and dominant pedal of a typical
TR Zone through the technique of interpolation. At mm. 30, he disrupts the driving
dominant pedal with the interpolation of a new melody in the flute and a progression in F
major I, ii6, V (6/4-5/3), I, dynamically undercut with a marking of piano. One may
analyze this passage in two ways—as the start of the S zone or as an interpolation of
melodic material within the TR zone.

42

Hatten, 99.

42

Example 4: mm. 28-30, interpolation of cadential material in TR Zone

43

mm. 31-33
This “interpolation” causes a great deal of ambiguity regarding the exact location
of the MC. That which Hepokoski and Darcy would call a normative medial caesura, “a
brief, rhetorically reinforced break or gap that serves to divide an exposition into two
parts,” is absent.43 In “Scene by the Brook,” one might consider two options for the
beginning of the S-Zone. At m. 30, the disruption of the texture provides an expressive
effect similar to the move from the MC to S. However, the driving material from the TR
returns at m. 31, giving the impression that this was a “false start” and that m. 30 is not
the real beginning of the S Zone. A second option for the start of the S-Zone is at m. 33
when the flute melody from the “false start” reappears in the bassoon part. Donald
43

Hepokoski and Darcy, 24.
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Francis Tovey, in his discussion of this movement in his Essays in Musical Analysis, also
implies that this moment is the start of the “Second Theme” or S-Zone.44
In addition to the aforementioned mentioned blurring of boundaries and unusual
MC effects, Beethoven’s handling of the development demonstrates the ways in which he
maintained “placidity” in sonata form—even while using elements of the “learned style.”
Beethoven’s lack of fortspinnung, modulations to strictly major keys, and large scale
repetition contribute to the unusually calm nature of the development, a typically action
packed zone.
The development challenges normative sonata form practices. Beethoven allows
the first sentence from the P Zone to return in its entirety— three times, instead of
breaking it up into smaller units in the spirit of fortspinnung. The choice to “develop”
this P-Zone theme, instead of the lyrical melodies from the S Zone, invokes a sense of
meditativeness uncharacteristic of a development. Furthermore, Beethoven’s
employment of “triple half rotations” of this theme reinforce this sentiment of placidity
and stillness. In a discussion of atypical developments, Hepokoski and Darcy write that
“more rare are the few instances of triple half rotations (or subrotations) within the
development: three cycles through a pattern that, normally, does not rise to the level of a
full rotation.”45 By a full rotation, they mean the development of all P and S themes from
the Exposition. Despite its spaciousness, the repetition of the short basic idea from the
sentence structure is somewhat analogous to the repetition of fragmented ideas, or
fortspinnung, that one might expect in a development.

44

Donald Francis Tovey, Essays in Musical Analysis, Volume I: Symphonies (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1968), 50.
45
Hepokoski and Darcy, 218.

45

Example 5: Mm. 68-71, usage of P-Zone material in development

Besides its lack of fortspinnung, the fact that Beethoven only modulates to major
keys in this developmental space is atypical. However, it is more effective in expressing
the “pastoral,” which usually employs more major keys than minor.46 Regarding
normative practice, Hepokoski and Darcy write that “it was always typical for the
developments of major-mode pieces to shift toward more “dramatic” minor-mode regions
as an expressive contrast.”47 However, although this development visits all major keys-G, E-flat, G-flat, and C flat, Beethoven’s brief usage of modal mixture with minor pivot
chords provides a “darkening” expressive effect.48
Beethoven further accomplishes an effect of “darkening” through his contrapuntal
treatment of the “codetta theme” in the development, representing the “learned style.”
At first, the initial reappearance of the stepwise “codetta theme” undercuts the dramatic
effect of the first modulation to E-flat by providing something familiar and recognizable.

46

Hatten, 99.
Hepokoski and Darcy, 197.
48
See charts on p. 4-6.
47

46

However, a transformed codetta theme in the minor mode accompanies the modulation to
G flat, with stretto entries. The effect is one of sinking.
The touchstone of Owen Jander’s narrative is this sinking nature of the
development. In his article, “The Prophetic Conversation in Beethoven’s ‘Scene by the
Brook,” Jander has a much more specific spiritual interpretation than my previously
mentioned notions of “spacious meditativeness” and Hepokoski and Darcy’s ideas of
“heightened reference and grateful contemplation” brought forth by PAC
overdetermination. Jander claims that the overarching tonal plan of the movement is a
narrative of descent and return regarding Beethoven’s personal moods as he deals with
the crisis of advancing deafness. He postulates that the movement is a symbolic
conversation between the characters of the birds, the brook, and Beethoven himself.
Hence, the brook is more than an inanimate object. In Jander’s narrative, it is
anthromorphized, mirroring Beethoven’s thoughts like the brook in Schubert’s song
cycle, Die Schone Mullerin. David Wyn Jones challenges this notion, claiming the nature
of the movement is of the “universal values” of the Pastoral instead of “individual
torment.” He provides the following argument:
To place the composer as the central figure in this movement, in the manner of the
poet/musician in Schubert’s Die Schone Mullerin, seems fundamentally alien to
the aesthetic background that shaped the Pastoral Symphony. That the work came
to be viewed in this way in the nineteenth century there is no denying, but
whether Beethoven, as the willing heir to the late eighteenth century, composed it
in this manner is doubtful 49

Nevertheless, Jander makes a compelling argument, strengthened by a quotation from
Fredrich Rochlitz, a contemporary critic of Beethoven. Jander claims that nothing more
49

David Wyn Jones, Beethoven: Pastoral Symphony, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 94.

47

perceptive has been said about “Scene by the Brook.”

In a 1810 review of the Pastoral

Symphony, Rochlitz writes:
The choice of the key of B flat, the lingering 12/8 meter, the unaffected
modulations into related keys—which, though not particularly astonishing, are
indeed most pleasing—all this will draw any sensitive listener from the
excitement of lively joy down into the calm of increasingly introverted
contemplation.50

Although many are quick to dismiss Jander, some of the previously discussed
ideas regarding Beethoven’s use of sonata form and the “learned style” might serve to
strenghthen the ideas of “contemplativeness” and “descent and return” found in his
argument. For example, in order to to enrich his discussion of “contemplativeness,” he
might have also considered the ways in which the frequent rests in the P zone contribute
to the movement’s sense of spaciousness and the ways in which Beethoven employs
these rests in the development to promote a more intensely “meditative” quality.
Furthermore, Jander places a great deal of emphasis on the transforming texure and
harmonic plan of the “brook” and “birds” in relation to his narrative. However, it is also
possible that Beethoven’s usage of other elements towards the end of the development,
such as the stretto entries associated with the learned style from mm.77-78 and the modal
mixture with minor pivot chords at m. 78 could also serve to enrich Jander’s descrptions
of the movement reaching its “darkest depths” at this point.
In conclusion, the second movement of the Pastoral Symphony is remarkable
because, as Donald Francis Tovey points out, “the form is that of a fully developmed first

50

Jander, 517.
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movement.”51 Tovey discusses the particular challenges of using sonata form in a slow
movement. He writes:
To achieve this in a slow tempo always implies extraordinary concentration and
terseness of design; for the slow tempo, which inexperiened composers are apt to
regard as having no effect upon the number of notes that take place in a given
time, is much more rightly conceived as large than as slow. […] Any slow
movement in full sonata form is, then, a very big thing. But a slow movement in
full sonata form which at every point asserts its deliberate intention to be lazy and
to say whatever occurs to it twice in succesion, and which in so doing never loses
flow and never falls out of proportion, such a slow movement is as strong as an
Atlantic liner that could bear taking out of water and supporting on its two ends.

Therefore, one could argue that Hepokoski and Darcy’s Sonata Theory helps point to the
specific ways in which Beethoven rechanneled normative sonata form procedures in
Scene by the Brook in order to fully assert what Tovey desribed as its “deliberate
intention to be lazy” while maintining the interest of listeners. These special procedures
include the aforementioned PAC overdetermination in the P-Zone, the development’s
modulations to strictly major keys, the usage of the “learned style,” and the blurring of
the formal boundaires between the TR and S-Zones.

51

Tovey, 48.
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Chapter Three: Fifth Movement
EXPOSITION
Zone
introduction

P ZONE
REFRAIN
Prf1

Prf2

52

measure harmony
#
1-8
mm. 1-4
V
mm. 5-8
V over
tonic
pedal
9-32

phrase
type

groupings

Notes

4+4

hunting horn effect
tonic drone fifth in bass superimposed under
the dominant chord at mm. 5-8

(9-16)

I, IV6,

melody in first violins

(17-24)

ii6, V, I
PAC
‘’

parallel
4+4
continuous
period
‘’

intensification of texture with sixteenth notes in
violins

long sustained harmonies
Possible quotation of a “yodeling” melody52

4+4

David Wyn Jones, 77.
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melody in 2nd violins
melody in viola
further intensification with quicker rhythmic
value (triplets)
in violins
marked ff
more active bass with octave leaps

Prf3

(25-32)

‘’

‘’

4+4

TR
blurriness
between TR and
S
continuous
exposition or two
part exposition?

(32-41)

IAC in
C

Sentence

2+2 (basic
basic idea is comprised of an
idea)
isolation of the motive from cadential section
2+2 (repeat
of the P Zone’s period with third ascent
of bi)
+2
(continuation)
followed by a new 16th note motive:

fragmentation of 16th note motive at mm. 40-41
Caplin and Wyn
Jones’ Second
Theme

(42-54)

IAC in C

Sentence

2+2 (bi)
Basic Idea:
2+2 (repeat
isolation of 16th note motive
of bi)
paired with new repeated note motive:
2+2
(continuation,
cadential)
ornamented version of 16th note motive

51

(51-54)

EEC

54

Closing
54-64
Zone/Retransition

Prf

64-71

PAC in
C at mm.
52 and
54
PAC in
C
In C:
ii6, V
(6/4 ..
the
second
inversion
c chord
becomes
active
dominant
in F: V7,
I (IAC)
over F
pedal
I, IV6,
ii6, V, I

2 +2

continuation and cadential material

2+8

undercuts cadential arrival back to F with F and
C drone under the C7 chord
extension of arpeggiations of 6/4 chord
6/4 preparation in C is elided
caesura fill effect
mm. 61-64
anticipation of tonic arrival in F with “bagpipe”
droning effect. At mm. 61, F and C in the bass
are superimposed under the C chord before it
becomes C7 and resolves to F

PIP

4+4

52

only one statement of the period

DEVELOPMENT

Episode

Episode in B
flat

72-80

80-98

In B flat: V7,
I (IAC )

prog.
period

4+4

Sentence

in B flat: Bi
(I)

begins like refrain.
Dissolving antecedent.
contrary motion
registral expansion
episode with new theme in B flat at mm. 80
uses modal mixture from parallel minor
from mm. 95-98

continuation:
I, IV, V,
ger+6 elided,
III 6/4, V 6, i,

development of first half of motive from P
zone at mm. 95

in F
vii dim 7 /V,
V/V, V

99-117

IAC in F

4+4+4+6 the motive from mm. 95 now appears as
invertible counterpoint in bass

Retransition

53

early anticipation of tonic drone at mm. 115
undercuts the arrival to F major
accelerating rhythmic values starting at
mm. 111 with invertible counterpoint in
flute, clarinet, and then horn.

DESCENDING SCALE MOTIVE FOUND
LATER IN CODA

RECAPITULATION
P Zone

117-124

TR
S

125-132
133-140
141-150
150-160

parallel
continuous
period
‘’
‘’
PAC in F

54

4+4
‘’
‘’
2+2+2+4
presentation:
2+2+2+2
continuation

varied

and cadential
2+2

ESC
Closing Zone

160
162-177

PAC in F
I, IV, V (6/4
…
(interpolation
of V7 of V…
5/3)
I IAC in F

prolongation of V in
structural bass
interpolation of pulsating
G7 chord in winds at mm.
168
mm. 175 sounds like 2nd
movement

55

CODA
mm. 177-186

D2 sequence

187-196

196-206
206-219

219-236

4+2+2+2

fortspinnung with
second half of
motive from P zone

(in the actual
development,
Beethoven only
develops the first
half of this motive)
invertible
counterpoint
“second half
motive” in bass

4+6

D2 Sequence
IAC in F
D2 sequence

219-226
D2 sequence

4+6
4+6+4

variation of P with
scales outlining the
harmony
2+2+2+2+2+2+2+4 slowing down of
harmonic rhythm to
every two measures

227:
I, IV6/4, V
(over I

intensification with
16th note triplets in

56

pedal), PAC
in F

strings and registral
expansion.
“second half”
motive in bass
(invertible
counterpoint)
descending scale in
flutes
descending motion
in strings
diminuendo

237
238-245
245-248
248-264

PAC in F
IAC
IAC
PAC in F

sentence

2+2+4
4

hymn topic
f scales
tonic prolongation
ends ff

57

The fifth movement, titled “Shepherd’s Song. Happy and Grateful Feelings after
the Storm,” fits the formal parameters of Hepokoski and Darcy’s Type 4 Sonata, the
“Rondo-Sonata.” It contains obvious elements of the pastoral expressive genre—the
usage of tonic drones in the introduction and retransition and the possible quotation of a
ranz de vaches (yodeling) melody in the refrain.53 Furthermore, Beethoven also
incorporates the “hymn” topic within this “pastoral” expressive genre, reflecting the
religious sentiments he felt towards nature. However, the most interesting aspect of this
movement is the exposition, flooded with analytical ambiguities regarding its sonataform. At first, it seems as if one may equally justify both, James Hepokoski’s label of
“continuous” and William E. Caplin’s label of “two-part.”

However, the ideas of

additional music theorists, such as Mark Richards, Tilden Russell, and Robert O.
Gjerdingen, regarding Beethoven’s stylistic transformation, typical patterns in the galant
style, and motivic unity in the Pastoral Symphony shed light on this debate. They could
all serve to strengthen Caplin’s argument. Furthermore, this issue of “continuous” vs.
“two-part” causes one to question regarding problematic aspects of Hepokoski and
Darcy’s Sonata Theory. For example, must a particular “zone” in a sonata-form work
(such as the “S-Zone”) be characterized by distinct “thematic” material? Can an “SZone” exist without a “medial caesura?”
The first time one listens to the fifth movement, it sounds like the TR never ends
when it’s “supposed to.” Relentlessly, it pushes forward in a chain of motivic repetition.
Realizing that any expectations of a normative MC and S Zone will not come to fruition,

53

David Wyn Jones, 77,
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one might consider the label of “continuous exposition.” Regarding this subtype,
Hepokoski and Darcy write:
The continuous exposition is identified by its lack of a clearly articulated medial
caesura followed by a successfully launched secondary theme. Instead of
providing at TR that leads to a medial caesura and thence to an S, as with the two
part exposition, the continuous exposition, especially in Haydn’s works, usually
fills up most of the expositional space with the relentlessly ongoing, expansive
spinning-out of an initial idea or its immediate consequences.54

They also describe a moment called the “point of conversion” in which “what we first
suppose is an ongoing TR (on its way to an MC) continues past the last possible S point,”
writing that “sensing that TR has passed beyond this conceptual point forces our
reassessment of what is occurring generically. We come to realize that we are dealing
instead with an expansion section.” An “expansion section” is defined as one grounded
in a succession of Fortspinnung modules or as more of a thematic chain than
Fortspinnung proper.55 Hence, because the material from mm. 32 to the end of the
exposition fits this description, the label of “continuous exposition” works. However,
William Caplin, in his essay, “What are Formal Functions?” contends that this movement
does, in fact, contain a second theme emerging from this material when one takes a closer
look at the harmonic rhythm and grouping structure.
Before contemplating Caplin’s argument, one must consider two problematic
assumptions embedded in Hepokoski and Darcy’s Sonata Theory. The first is that of the
medial caesura. Because Hepokoski and Darcy’s definition of a “two-part exposition” is
rooted in the assumption that a secondary theme must follow a medial caesura, analysts

54

James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the
Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 51.
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might find themselves forced to “sniff one out,” even in the total absence of such
rhetoric. The second is that an S-Zone must contain independent thematic material.
This assumption exists because embedded in their language describing the “spinning out”
technique characterizing the expansion sections of continuous expositions is the notion
that a second theme must possess distinctive thematic content. Such assumptions
permeate other parts of their book, such as in their discussion of the Rondo-Sonata from
Beethoven’s piano sonata, Op. 13 in C-Minor, Pathetique, in which the TR flows
seamlessly into a new theme in the expected key of E-flat-major, lacking a normative
MC. However, the existence of independent thematic material warrants the label of “two
part” instead of “continuous.” Hence, Hepokoski and Darcy contradict themselves in
their discussions of this movement, writing that “The Sonata in C Minor, op. 13/iii is
more normative in its overall effect, but its preparation for what must surely be regarded
as S (m. 25) is abrupt and deformational—no effective MC is articulated.”56 How can
there be something that “must be regarded as S” without an MC? These assertions that
such S-Zones exists without medial caesuras contradicts their statement regarding
continuous expositions, that “if there is no medial caesura, there is no secondary
theme.”57 In a footnote, Hepokoski and Darcy write that “any exception to this
principle—a self-evident S that is not prepared by a clear MC (and that must be judged as
an S for other compelling reasons)—should be regarded as both unusual and
deformational.”58
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Mark Richards, in his previously discussed article, “Beethoven and the Obscured
Medial Caesura: A Study in the Transformation of Style” explains that this particular
“MC deformation,” in which a convincing S theme emerges without a rhetorical gap, is
actually a hallmark of Beethoven’s stylistic transformation during the period in which he
wrote the Pastoral Symphony.59 Hence, one may propose that although this absence of an
MC is abnormal for “typical” sonata-form movements in the late eighteenth century, it is
“normative” for Beethoven during the time period in which he composed the Pastoral
Symphony.
One possible misconception related to the notion that an S-Zone must follow an
MC is that thematic content is of high importance when distinguishing between zones of
a sonata form work. According to this view, an “S-Zone” must have a distinctive
melodic theme. William Caplin, in his essay “What are Formal Functions?” challenges
this assumption, arguing that “melodic-motivic ideas have no necessary connection to
formal function.”60 Instead, the label of “second theme” relies more on key relationships
than new melodic-motivic material. Caplin writes:
Appeals to melodic content are typically grounded in two postulates. The first
holds that the appearance of new ideas signals formal initiation. The second
asserts that the return of a previously sounding idea brings its previous formal
function. It is easy to understand why these postulates have proven irresistible to
theorists. For the start of a new formal unit often brings new melodic-motivic
ideas, and the return of prior materials regularly restores the formal context of the
earlier appearance of these ideas. But frequency of occurrence can be deceptive,
for it suggests a causal relation between content and function that, in my opinion,
is erroneous.61
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Therefore, despite the lack of any new “melodic” material, one may find a convincing
second theme hidden in the fifth movement’s exposition. Although the material after the
TR fits Hepokoski and Darcy’s description of an “expansion section” and includes a
“thematic chain,” Caplin writes that one can label it as a “new theme” due to the
broadening of the grouping structure and the arrival of I6 in the key of C. According to
Caplin, the TR, spanning measures 32-41, is actually a sentence with a double
presentation phase. Furthermore, mm.40-41 exhibit characteristics of a “continuation”
due to the dense fragmentation of the following descending sixteenth note motive later
referred to as “motive ‘y.’”

Example 1: Motive Y
At mm. 42, the arrival of I6 in the key of C and the broadening of the grouping
structure to a four-bar presentation phrase creates a “thematic” contrast from the dense
material characterizing continuation phase of the TR. Hence, the material after mm. 42
initiates a new “theme” although it continues to use this motive.62 In other words, it
fulfills the same “function” as a subordinate theme in a two part exposition.
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Example 2: Mm. 41-43, Broadening of the grouping structure, initiating
Caplin’s S-Zone (starting at m. 42)

In this case, the same melodic-motivic material (motive “y”) is able to take on
multiple functions (TR and S). Caplin writes that in cases such as this, when “thematic
content” remains essentially independent of formal functionality, the composer may “cast
new meanings to familiar ideas by allowing them to serve multiple functions,” including
a “subordinate theme function.”63 Although Caplin’s analysis is illuminating, Hepokoski
responds by criticizing Caplin’s use of the word “function” as a sort of safety net,
downplaying the notion of “thematic” content.64 All expositions of sonata form
movements, whether “continuous” or “two part,” normatively end on a V PAC. Hence,
Hepokoski claims that for Caplin, anything preceding a V PAC must contain a
subordinate theme (because that is its “formal function”) setting him off “on the hunt” for
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one.

Caplin responds to Hepokoski by writing that “such analytical hunts can pay off

handsomely and that even experienced listeners can come to new ways of hearing.”65
Caplin’s analysis of a subordinate theme emerging at m. 42 might be further
defended by considering a new idea of “endings becoming beginnings.”

This idea of

“endings becoming beginnings” is most aptly illustrated at mm. 31 and 32, when the
ascending fourth, a simple cadential gesture, comprising the last two notes of the refrain
is magnified in the TR, taking on new meanings when Beethoven repeats it numerous
times in the presentation phase of Caplin’s “sentence.” This idea of “endings becoming
beginnings” also resonates when studying the “motivic chain” arising towards the end of
the TR at m. 38. Starting at m. 38, one might partition each measure into two halves,
each half containing a specific motive, “x,” “y,” or “z.” When examining this “chain”
more closely, it is easy to notice that the motive used in the last part of one measure must
be the first motive used in the measure after it. It is like a game of dominoes in which the
last half of one “tile” must match the first half of the next “tile.” This creates a sense of
connectivity, evocative of Hatten’s “pastoral” device of “boundary blurring” because the
end of one “tile” becomes the beginning of the next.66
In the following diagram, each measure is represented by a “tile.” From mm. 3841, each motive takes up half of a measure. In the music spanning these measures, the
beginning of one “tile” must match the end of the previous “tile.” For example, the
motive ending m. 38 matches the motive beginning m. 39.
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Motive X

X

X

Motive Y

Y (cello)

Y

(violin)
m. 38

m. 39

Y(cello)

Y

m. 40

Y

Z (violin, motive Z comprises
anentire measure instead of half
measure)

(violin)

Y

m. 41

start of Caplin’s
“subordinate
theme” function
m. 42

Y
m. 44

Y

Z
m. 45

Example 3: Motivic “domino effect”
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m. 43

Therefore, in support of Caplin, one may argue that because Beethoven ceases the
“domino effect” at m. 42, it signifies some sort of new “thematic idea.” Robert O.
Gjerdingen might also argue for the thematic nature of the material from mm. 42- 50
because it reflects the “Meyer” schemata, typically used for important themes.67 In
Caplin’s “subordinate theme,” initiating at m. 52, one may notice a variant of the Meyer
Schemata with five events, instead of four. The interpolation of an extra “open” event at
m. 46, over scale degree five, is also evocative of the repetitive, run-on nature of the P
Zone in the first movement which also contains a sort of “Meyer.”68 Hence, the material
from mm. 42-50 is also interesting because it shows the ways in which Beethoven
negotiates the organic repetitive nature of what he might view as evoking the “pastoral”
within this older framework of the “Meyer,” used to clearly articulate important themes
in the galant style.
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Example 4: Nested Meyer Schemata at mm. 42-5069
One may also defend Caplin’s argument by examining the ways “motive y”
reappears not only in the 5th movement, but in the ways it is manifested in the rest of the
symphony. This is due to the fact that this motive spans a major sixth. Many of the
symphony’s most important “themes” derive from this interval.
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Motive “y”
In fact, a great deal of the symphony’s most “thematic” of melodies relate to this
major sixth interval. Tilden Russell, in his article, “Unification in the Sixth Symphony,”
explains the ways in which this motive explicitly connects the fifth movement to the first
and fourth movement and in more subtle ways interconnects all five movements.70
Hence, one may defend Caplin’s argument by considering the ways “motive y,”
characterizes not only his subordinate theme in the “Shepherds Song,” but the important
thematic material found in all five movements of the symphony. Hence, Caplin’s “SZone” is “thematic” due to the ways in which it relates to other important themes that
span the same major-sixth interval.

Example 5: 3rd movement, mm. 1-4:

Tilden Russell, “Unification in the Sixth Symphony: The Pastoral Mode,” Beethoven Forum, 10, no.1
(Spring 2003): 4.
70
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Example 6: 2nd movement, m. 1

Example 7: 4th movement, mm. 146-50
One may also find a variant of “motive y” in the 5th movement’s retransition and
coda:

Example #8: 5th movement, m. 119.
Hence, the appearance of this variant of “motive y” in the coda serves as an
ending for the entire symphony, not just the fifth movement. Therefore, according to
Russell, this retransition/coda melody can be said to have been generated both from
within (from motive “y”) and outside of the fifth movement.71
Lastly, Caplin’s argument is strengthened by David Wyn Jones, who also
indicates that a second theme begins at m.42. Wyn Jones discusses the movement’s
abnormal proportions. The transition and second theme group combined equal the
duration of the first theme group. In an exposition of a sonata form, these zones will
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usually be much longer than the first group.72 This section is also unique because starting
at m. 42, Wyn Jones writes that “the nature of the movement is changing rapidly,
becoming increasingly more symphonic than anything found in the first movement.”73
Hence, Beethoven maintains the placidity of the pastoral by limiting the scope of the TR
and S. In the words of Wyn Jones, Beethoven is able to “contain the destructive nature”
of the material after m. 42.74
In conclusion, one may argue that Caplin’s argument for a two part exposition
with a Second Theme starting at m. 42 may be enhanced by my previously discussed
“motivic domino effect,” Tilden Russell’s ideas about important “themes” in this
symphony spanning a sixth, Mark Richard’s assertions that Beethoven normally obscured
his MCs during this time period, and David Wyn Jones’ analysis. Furthermore, In
addition to demonstrating the ways in which Beethoven blurred the boundaries between
TR and S, a hallmark of the pastoral expressive genre, this movement shows the ways in
which one may challenge certain assumptions embedded within Hepokoski and Darcy’s
Sonata Theory regarding “thematic melodic content,” and the postulate that MCs must
precede S-Zones. Furthermore, in the spirit of Caplin, one may argue that it is always
worth taking a closer look. Such “analytical hunts” often pay off handsomely.
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Chapter Four: Beethoven, Kant, and Sturm
In 1820, seven years before his death, Beethoven copied down a quotation in one
of his conversation books—“’The starry heavens above us and the moral law within
us’—Kant!!!” Additionally, Beethoven’s library contained a heavily marked up a copy
of the Austrian minister, Christian Christoph Sturm’s daily meditation book, Reflections
of God in the Work of Nature. This evidence sheds light on Beethoven’s innermost
thoughts about morality and spirituality. Side by side, Kant and Sturm’s ideas about
God, morality, and nature illuminate the ways in which Beethoven linked the sacred and
pastoral musical topics in the Sixth Symphony.

Furthermore, this ability to find God in

nature without Christian doctrine is rooted in Kant’s rational moral philosophy, as
discussed in The Critique of Practical Reason.
Although concrete evidence certainly exists of Beethoven’s reading of Sturm, the
issue of whether or not Beethoven truly sat down to pore over Kant’s writings remains
under question. Robert L. Jacobs suggests the possibility that he acquired his knowledge
of the philosopher’s ideas second hand.75 Charles Witcomb suggests that Beethoven
probably did not understand Kant outside of some general principles that circulated in
Europe as the philosopher gained popularity.76 However, in a letter from 1809,
Beethoven insisted upon his obligation to understand what the greatest thinkers of all
time had to say. This could certainly include Kant. In the letter, he wrote, “One more
thing: there is hardly any treatise which could be too learned for me. I have not the
slightest pretension to what is properly called erudition. Yet from childhood I have
Robert L. Jacobs, “Beethoven and Kant,” Music and Letters, 42, no. 3 (July 1961), 242.
Charles C. Witcomb, “Beethoven’s Private God: an Analysis of the Composer’s Markings in Sturm’s
Betrachtungen,” (masters thesis, San Jose State University, 1998), accessed January 20, 2014,
http://scholarworks.sjsu.edu/etd_theses, (Paper 1681).
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striven to understand what the better and wiser people of every age were driving at in
their works.”77 On the other hand, Beethoven refused to attend Kant’s lectures when the
philosopher toured in the 1790s.78 Regardless, Kant’s moral philosophy resonates too
soundly –both, with Beethoven’s sense of religion and with his sense of how he viewed
himself as a person in the world—to be ignored. To quote Robert L. Jacobs: Kant was
the “atmosphere of Beethoven’s mind.”79
Maynard Solomon writes that Beethoven came of age during the enlightened
decade of Emperor Joseph II. Hence, for him and his contemporaries, religion was
subordinate to the Enlightenment, especially Kantian, concepts of morality. 80 This
“enlightened decade” also affected composers, such as Haydn and Mozart who received
no commissions for church music until after the death of Joseph II in 1790.81 This
Enlightened political atmosphere resonates with Beethoven’s unwillingness to occupy
himself with the organized rituals of the Catholic Church.82 In fact, one might even argue
that he thought of the Catholic Church with disdain. In one anecdote, Beethoven
reportedly recommended to Catholic priests that they read Sturm’s Reflections from their
pulpits.83 In the words of Maynard Solomon, Beethoven was “completely lacking in piety
toward the icons and assumptions of Christianity and even displayed, on at least one
occasion, a brash irreverence for the divinity of Christ.”84 In short, the fact that
Beethoven came of age during the Enlightenment enabled him to find God without a
77
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mediator, in accordance with Kant’s moral philosophy, and to find God in nature, in
accordance with Sturm.
Before discussing what it meant for Beethoven to “know” God in a “Kantian”
respect, one must understand the philosopher’s theory of what it means to “know”
something. In his Critique of Pure Reason, published in 1781, Kant distinguishes
between the knowable, or “phenomenal” world of things which one can understand
through sense perception and the unknowable, “noumenal” world of “things in
themselves,” which exist independently from what one can perceive through the senses.85
In short, Kant’s theories on “knowing” justify the existence of God in the “Enlightened”
sense that, because religion lies outside the realm of the phenomenal world, it is not
susceptible to proof by theoretical reasoning.
Furthermore, in Kant’s 1788 publication, The Critique of Practical Reason, from
which the words quoted by Beethoven occur, the philosopher contends that proof of God
must be sought elsewhere-- in the realm of “moral feeling.” In this realm, the most
certain reality was man’s reverence for moral law.86 Kant writes:
Now the most astounding reality in all our experience is precisely our moral
sense, our inescapable feeling in the face of temptation that this or that is wrong.
We may yield; but the feeling is there nevertheless…What is it that brings the bite
of remorse, and the new resolution? It is the categorical imperative in us, the
unconditional command of our conscience, to “act as if the maxim of our action
were to become by our will a universal law of nature.”87

In other words, people, in general, behave in ways that they would hope to be universal.
For example, people shouldn’t steal because what kind of world would we live in if
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everyone stole all the time? Kant further clarifies this notion of the “moral law within
us:”
We know, not by reasoning, but by vivid and immediate feeling, that we must
avoid behavior which, if adopted by all men, would render social life impossible.
Do I wish to escape from a predicament by a lie? But “while I can will the lie, I
can by no means will that lying should be a universal law. For with such a law
there would be no promises at all.” Hence, the sense in me that I must not lie,
even if it be to my advantage. Prudence is hypothetical; its motto is, Honesty
when it is the best policy; but the moral law in our hearts is unconditional and
absolute.88

One may argue that Beethoven possessed a strong sense of internal moral law,
reflected in many diary entries and letters. For example, in a 1795 letter to his friend,
Wegeler, Beethoven wrote:
I hardly dare ask for your friendship again. Oh Wegeler, my only consolation is
that you have known me almost since my childhood and yet, let me say so
myself, I have always been good at heart and always aspired to be upright and
moderate in my actions—how could you have loved me otherwise?...This sense of
the greatness of goodness-- could it have forsaken me so utterly? 89

Martin Cooper asserts that the way Beethoven came to terms with the crisis of his
deafness indicates that “the natural springs of religious feeling in him were unspoiled.”90
One may argue that Kant’s views of morality and religion flooded through these “natural
springs of religious feeling” because many parts of the Heilegenstadt testament
Beethoven’s own personal sense of his inner morality. In one example, Beethoven
explains that he has a “good will.” He writes that “from childhood my heart and mind
were filled with the tender feelings of good will” but his deafness caused him to seclude
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himself and be misunderstood as “hostile, stubborn, or misanthropic.”91 Additionally,
the clearest evidence of Beethoven’s Kantian morals in the Heleiganstadt is the following
quote: “O Divine One, thou lookest down into my innermost soul, though seest into my
heart and knowest that love of mankind and a desire to do good dwell therin.”92
Although the issue whether or not Beethoven read Kant remains under dispute,
despite this clear evidence of his Kantian morals, Beethoven’s friend and biographer,
A.F. Schindler, points out that the composer heavily annotated a copy of Christoph
Christian Sturm’s book, Betrachtungen uber die Werke Gottes im Reiche in der Natur
und Vorsehung auf alle Tages des Jares (Reflections for Every Day of the Year on the
Works of God, in the Kingdom of Nature and Providence).93 Schindler recounts that the
dog-eared condition of this book showed how much Beethoven occupied himself with it.
94

Sturm was a minister as well as a lover of nature, having published numerous books on

these two topics. Beethoven’s ownership of Sturm also implies that he was influenced by
popular culture. Since Sturm’s book enjoyed massive popularity after its initial 1773
release, publishers continued to release new editions for the next fifty years.95 Designed
like a daily affirmation calendar, Reflections contained short, accessible, uplifting essays
pertaining to each day of the year. The Beethoven scholar, Charles C. Witcomb, devoted
his Master’s thesis to the analysis of Beethoven’s markings in Sturm’s book.96 Hence,
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Witcomb’s study sheds specific insight about which particular quotations actually
intrigued the composer.
Witcomb recounts that the only biography of Christian Christoph Sturm, Sturms
Leben und Charakter, written by his friend, Jacob Freidrich Feddersen, came out in 1786,
the year of Sturm’s death at age forty-six. According to Feddersen, Sturm came from a
lineage of prestigious intellectuals. One may trace his love of nature back to his
grandfather, a renowned scientist and mathematician. Educated at an early age, Sturm
graduated from seminary school in Jena in 1765.97

While serving as a minister in

Madgeburg and Hamburg, Sturm commanded the attention of his parish. He was a very
effective minister because of his great oratorical skills.98
Although Sturm worked as a minister, one might notice that instead of adhering to
strict Christian doctrine, Reflections frequently encourages the reader to seek God in
nature, a pantheistic idea.99 David Wyn Jones writes that Sturm’s outlook “is firmly that
of the eighteenth century: mankind assumes his place in a universe in which everything,
however large or small, has its function within a perfect system of checks and
balances.”100 Sturm frequently embedded scientific data within his essays, reflecting this
outlook of a “perfect system of checks and balances.” For example, in the entry for
March 16th, Sturm marvels at the sun’s precise distance in miles from the earth.101
However, Witcomb observes that this particular essay is like many others within the book
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because Sturm adheres only to the known facts or observations of the time. However, he
does not try to explain God or religion in this factual manner.102
Many scholars are quick to point out that, like Sturm, Beethoven deeply loved
nature.103 104 Although he lived within the city walls of Vienna during the winter months,
he enjoyed taking afternoon walks on the Glacis, a broad strip of land separating the city
from the suburbs. During the summer, he took residence in the small towns surrounding
Vienna, such as Heiligenstadt and Baden.105 Beethoven’s letters frequently reflect
romanticized perceptions of nature, especially in his discussions of “peasants.” For
example, in an 1801 letter to his friend, Wegeler, Beethoven wrote “you will rent a house
for me in some beautiful part of the country and then for six months I will lead the life of
a peasant,” without considering the fact that hardship and struggle occupied the daily
lives of “real” peasants.106 Other letters reflect the inner excitement of Beethoven’s title
of the first movement of the Sixth Symphony, “Erwachen heiterer Emfindungen bei der
Ankunft auf dem Lande” (Awakening of Cheerful Feelings upon Arriving in the Country):
May 1810, letter to Therese Malfatti107
How fortunate you are to be able to go into the country so soon. I cannot
enjoy this happiness until the 8th, but I look forward to it with childish
excitement. How delighted I shall be to ramble for a while through
bushes, woods, under trees, through grass and around rocks. No one can
love the country as much as I do. For surely woods, trees, and rocks
produce the echo which man desires to hear.
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Additional letters reflect the spiritual effect of these trips for the composer, revealing his
religious feelings towards nature. For example, in a letter to Archduke Rudolph, dated in
1813, Beethoven wrote, “to stay in town during the summer is torture to me.”108
Furthermore, in an 1815 letter Joseph Xavier Brauchle, Beethoven reflected up on the
comfort given to him by nature:
…at the present moment my spirit can only feel at ease in the presence of the
beauties of nature, and so far I have made no arrangements anywhere else to give
free play to this irresistible inclination of mine.109

Additionally, in an 1814 diary entry while in Baden, Beethoven wrote:
My miserable hearing does not trouble me here. In the country it seems as if
every tree said to me: 'Holy! Holy!' Who can give complete expression to the
ecstasy of the woods! O, the sweet stillness of the woods!110

These letters and diary entries serve as evidence of Beethoven’s love of nature, which
provided him with solace and comfort. However, besides serving as further evidence of a
general love of nature, the composer’s markings in Sturm’s Reflections also indicate that
nature influenced his thoughts about God and the afterlife. Furthermore, one may argue
that Beethoven expresses his spiritual sentiments towards nature in the Pastoral
Symphony, most obvious in his incorporation of the “hymn” topic at the end of the fifth
movement.
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Example 1, 5th movement, mm. 236-245 Incorporation of the “Hymn Topic” at the
end of the 5th movement
At first, one might suggest that, through combining such pastoral and
religious elements, Beethoven continues the long tradition of composers using the
“pastoral” expressive genre to evoke religiosity. Robert S. Hatten writes that Beethoven
had an extensive tradition to draw from in extending the connotative range of the pastoral
to the spiritual, and then to the sublime.111 He writes that some aspects of this tradition
are rooted in Bach and Handel where “the pastoral has a more spiritual context, but these
are clearly derived from conventions of Christmas shepherd music or applications of the
pastoral to support the figure of Christ as the Good Shepherd.” For example, Hatten
writes that in Bach’s Easter Cantata, “since for Peter on Easter morning, Death has been
transformed into a mere sleep before eternal life, he sings a shepherd’s lullaby to the
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tomb.”112 Furthermore, David Wyn Jones discusses the influence two other work of this
nature preceding the Pastoral Symphony, Haydn’s oratorios, The Creation and The
Seasons. He writes that “both oratorios present a careful mixture of description of natural
phenomena with praise and thanks.”113 However, unlike Bach’s Easter Cantata, Haydn’s
Creation, and other “pastoral” works which reflect specific Judeo-Christian doctrine,
Beethoven’s employment of the “pastoral” mode reflects his personal religious
sentiments, refracted through Kant and Sturm. In other words, it evokes the religious,
particularly through Beethoven’s employment of the “hymn” topic within the symphony,
without the church and the liturgy. David Wyn Jones discusses this symphony’s rich and
complex relationship to the past, writing that it was “an achievement that drew readily on
tradition, even though there was no single precedent for the work.”114 Hence, one may
argue that Beethoven’s decision to use the pastoral to express his unique religious
sentiments towards nature without doctrine, as refracted in Kant and Sturm, was
unprecedented. Furthermore, his ability to express this personal statement within the
formal restraints and expected conventions of sonata-form was also an unparalleled
achievement.
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Conclusion
Beethoven challenged many normative sonata form practices in order to express
the “pastoral” in his Sixth Symphony. These techniques include the undercutting of
formal boundaries, the absence of fortspinnung in the Development, and an emphasis on
the subdominant. The undercutting of formal boundaries is the most significant way in
which Beethoven manipulated sonata form to achieve placidity, especially through
obscuring the medial caesura, evident in all three sonata form movements.
Furthermore, the developments of the first and second movements are devoid of
the dramatic fortspinnung characteristic of typical sonata form movements. While
Beethoven avoids dramatic tension in the first movement with incessant repetition,
anachronistically similar to Philip Glass, the second movement maintains placidity
through the statement of sentence structures in full, without breaking them up.
Beethoven also uses the subdominant frequently when one typically expects to
hear the polarity of dominant to tonic resolutions. This is evident at the end of the
retransition in the first movement and in the coda of the fifth movement, diffusing the
harmonic excitement of dominant to tonic resolution.
Finally, one may argue that Beethoven’s compositional choices to maintain
placidity within sonata form correlate with his personal religious sentiments towards
nature, refracted through the composer’s engagement with the writings of Kant and
Sturm.
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